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Introduction
This document describes the features
and constrains of Cordon’s integrated
photonic packages and packaging
service. Packaging photonic chips and
micro optics is still often seen as a
standalone step. At Cordon we
understand
that
optoelectronic
integration is a crucial part of any
complete device and its development
can strongly effect the overall
performance and price of both the
product as of its development. We
Fig 1: An example of high-end packaging; both
therefore offer more than just a
photonics and electronics integrated in a
module with standard XFP form factor
packaging
service;
besides
the
production itself, we also offer
component or subassembly development, optimization, characterization and qualification as
well as production process setup of both photonics, electronics and its integration. Depending
on your needs, we can assist you in all or just some of these steps.

Packaging selection
Photonic packaging capabilities
Cordon provides package engineering, packaging process development (can be transferred to
the customer for high volume packaging) and low-mid volume production.

Optical
Mechanical

The optical alignment process is performed through automated photonic alignment
equipment able to perform the typical alignment routines such as raster, reading
the power distribution and moving the chip and the fibre array to reach the
corresponding maximum coupling position.
Mechanical design and structural analysis of photonics components and modules
(mechanical and thermal stress)

Electrical

Analog and Digital design of PCB boards for photonic modules

DC to RF

Active/passive design and analysis of components and modules

Thermal

Thermal analysis and thermal management of packaged photonics modules

Testing

Optical and electric up to over 70 GHz, DWDM qualification test benches
Table 1: Summary of Cordon packaging capabilities
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Fig 2: Cordon’s clean room and packaging related machines and equipment

Package approach and package type selection
This section gives a quick insight in the different packaging options available and their pros
and cons, in order to assist in selecting a proper packaging and level of integration.
Currently the optoelectronic packages can be divided in the following categories:
 Gold Box, a metal housing hosting the optical components; this approach is most suitable
for small layout and prototyping. Figure 3 shows both a standard package and a custom
package. In the latter, several optic components and small electronic circuitry can be
integrated.

Fig 3: Gold Box packaging examples
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Chip on-board (or demo-board) is ideal for a proof-of-concept demonstration or for large
layouts while keeping low development cost. In this approach, the PIC is mounted on a
mechanical submount installed on a base plate that could host also electronic boards
implementing complex functions and RF/DC routing.

Fig 4: Examples of chip-on-board implementation

The integration method can follow two paradigm: standard or custom.
 Standard solution, for those applications, which have to no need for opto-electronic
integration development costs, we provide standard that makes use of tested & qualified
procedures, components and suppliers. This paradigm is available only for the “gold-box”
packaging integration method. Next chapter shows the design rules for our 52 pin standard
package. For an easier design of your PIC, the design rules for our standard packages (for
early prototyping and low volume) are integrated in the PhoeniX Optodesigner Software.
 Custom solution, for applications that do not fit in our standard packaging process or can
afford for high startup cost developing an opto-electronic integration solution is definitely
an option. In the last chapter shows some insight about the full custom integration process.
This paradigm is available for both gold-box and chip-on-board integration method. Within
this paradigm, a custom packaging method is tailored around you optical devices and, if
necessary and/or required, additional analysis (such as thermos-mechanical simulations)
or qualification can be performed (leak tests, vibration, thermal cycling…) in agreement
with TELCORDIA and MIL-STD standards.
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The table below lists the typical pros and cons of the available combinations:

Gold box

Chip on
board

Standard

Custom









High performance
Low cost for low volume
Can be hermetically sealed
Shorter lead time
Higher price than chip on board
Limited footprint available
Limited freedom i.e. in PIC dimensions
and PIC configuration
 No in-package electronics

 Highest performance
 Smaller footprint achievable
 Maximal freedom in PIC dimensions
and PIC configuration
 In-package electronics
 Potentially lower unit price for high
volume
 Can be hermetically sealed
 Highest startup cost than standard
 Longer lead time

Typical use: RF, High performance,
prototyping and low volume

Typical use: RF, High performance, preproduction, mid and high volume

Not available
(at the moment)

 Even lower price and startup costs
compared to gold Box
 Maximum freedom in PIC dimensions
and PIC configuration
 Longer RF tracks
 Cannot be hermetically sealed
 Extended footprint
Typical use: DC/RF, limited performance,
proof of concept, low volume

Table 2: Pro and Cons of standard and custom packages for the two packaging approach
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Design rules for Cordon’s standard package
Photonic packaging, using a custom package design, is relatively expensive for small series and
(early) prototyping since all packaging components will have to be designed, simulated,
optimized for the requirements and produced in small quantities. In order to enable an easy and
fast PIC’s testing or (very) low volume production at lower cost we provide a standard packaging
service. This service has limited choice in features, i.e. max operation frequency, max amount of
electric contacts, limited compatible PIC dimensions and restrictions on the electrical and optical
I/O layouts.

Fig 5: Example of a Cordon’s 52 pin standard package

This chapter describes the design rules for our 52 pin standard package in a configuration
considered completely standard (typically, there is the need to adapt the DC/RF routing of the
chip only). Non-standard configurations will have higher cost and longer lead time, as not all
components will be ready to order (or on stock), a supplier or component might to be qualified
first or even might require parts to be designed and simulated first. Moreover, as not all
combination are possible, we keep the right to refuse a configuration or accept only at customer’s
risk. It is therefore advisable to have your design checked before submitting to a foundry. We
strongly suggest, even if all the design rules have been duly followed, to double check the design
of you PICs with our engineers.

Housing parameters
Cordon standard packaging process employs a fixed design package, thus avoiding to redesigning the package each time. The package can host up to four RF inputs/outputs up to 40 GHz
by means of GGPO connectors and 52 DC connections by means of feed-through pins. If required,
the standard package can host a 4.5 W TEC and a 10 kΩ NTC thermistor. Please note that having
TEC and NTC integrated will reduce the available DC pins to 48.
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Housing parameters
Material
Outer dimensions
Chip Technologies
TEC
NTC Thermistor
Optical output
RF input
DC input

Kovar (so called) “gold box”
50 x 35 x 8.6 mm (Length x Width x Height)
InP, SOI; SiN, SiON, TripleX®, Polymer, Glass
4.5 Watt (requires 2 DC pins)
10kΩ @25°C (requires 2 DC pins)
One side only (east) - up to 32 ports
One side only (west) - 4 maximum connections (up to 40 GHz)
Two sides (north and south) – Up to 52 pins

Table 3: Summary of the different housing parameters

Chip layout specifications and requirements
In order to be able to fit in the standard
package, the PIC needs to be designed
according some specific design rules.
Optical and Electrical connections are not
permitted on the same side of the PIC.
Looking from a chip top view the right
edge of the PIC is reserved for optical
connections, the left side for RF
connections, instead the upper and lower
edges are reserved for DC electricalconnections.

Fig 6: Top view of a standardcompatible mask layout

Chip layout
DC
RF
Optical output
Chip surface

Top and bottom (North and South)
Left (West)
Right (East)
Clean & scratch free

Table 4: chip layout specification

Chip dimensions
The standard chip dimension is 4x6mm (width x length). In principle, also smaller as well as
bigger chips can be accommodated in Cordon’s 52 pin standard package, but with some
limitations (for angled optical coupling dimensions are furthermore reduced, please contact us).

Chip dimension
Width x Length
(for both straight and angled chips)

Minimum: 2x2mm
Maximum: 6x8mm

Table 5: chip dimensions compatible with standard package
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DC connections
Typically the electrical connections between PIC and alumina carrier interposer are made
using wire bondings. To ensure reproducible and high-quality wire bonding, the location and
pitch of the bond-pads on the PIC must be controlled. Regarding DC connections, we recommend
square bond-pads with a size larger than 80x80 µm, separated by a pitch of 250 µm (centre to
centre). The resulting bond-pad array should be centred with respect to the PIC and aligned along
the upper and lower edges (max 26 pads for each side, 24 if TEC and NTC are required). From the
point of view of wire bonding, the bond pads can start at the very edge of the chip (there are
limitations though defined by the foundries and or dicing process); please check with your
foundry for requirements regarding minimal distance from the edges. The maximum wire
bonding distance, thus the maximum distance from the edge of the pads, is case dependent;
typically, risks (such as short circuiting, risk of bond or wire breaking over module life…) increase
with increasing bonding length.

DC constraints
Bond wire
Bond pad material
Pad size
Pitch
Pad location
Pad quantity

Au-pad: 18µm and 25μm gold wire
Al-pad: 18µm and 25μm aluminium wire
Au, Al
At least 80x80 µm
250µm (centre to centre)
Minimum distance from edge foundry defined
Maximum limited: case dependent
Up to 26 pads per side (North/South), without TEC/NTC
Up to 24 pads per side (North/South), with TEC/NTC
Table 6: wire bonding specification

Fig 7: Example of a DC pads with the critical dimensions highlighted
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RF connections
Concerning RF inputs/outputs, up to four transmission lines (up to 40 GHz each) are allowed
on the west side, in microstrip or coplanar configuration.
Referring to the images in Table 6, in which “S” represents signal while “G” is ground, please
consider that when using more than 1 transmission line in coplanar configuration, grounds have
to be kept separated. Thus, in case of two signal proper configuration is G-S-G-G-S-G (as shown
in Fig. 8). Please consider also that, to avoid wire-bonds overlaps, the sequence of the RF
connectors outside of the package will follow the same sequence of the RF bond-pads on the PIC.
The constrains shown in Table 6 are compatible with both our wirebonding capabilities:
18-25 µm Au wire or 18 µm Al wire.

RF constrains
MICROSTRIP
Metallization material
Au, Al
Minimum signal width
60 µm
Minimum signal to signal pitch 350 µm
Number of signals
Up to 4
COPLANAR
Metallization material
Au, Al
Minimum signal width
60 µm
Minimum ground width
100 µm
Minimum signal to signal pitch 500µm
Number of signals
Up to 4
Table 6: RF constrains in order to properly connect chip and interposer

Fig 8: example of 4 coplanar lines in the proper configuration and with the critical
dimensions highlighted.
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Optical coupling
Two types of optical coupling can be easily accommodated in Cordon’s 52 pin standard
package standard package:
 Edge-coupling (or butt-coupling). This coupling method can be achieved with independent
flat polished fibres, independent lensed fibre or a fibres array.
 Quasi-planar vertical grating-coupling. This coupling method can be obtained with heavily
polished fibres arrays that, exploiting total internal reflection, couple light from the
horizontal direction to the vertical one. This allows vertical coupling while keeping a
compact and almost planar footprint.
Some remarks, specifications and design rules are hereafter summarized.

Fig 9: Optical coupling methods compatible with Cordon standard packaging:
(a) edge-coupling with individual fibres, (b) edge -coupling with individual lensed
fibres, (c) edge-coupling with fibres array, (d) quasi -planar vertical grating coupler.
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General optical coupling requirements
To date, passive alignments are not currently a standard technology because of the likely
excessive coupling losses. Therefore, an active optical alignment is mandatory to obtain the
expected performance. Single waveguides or the outer channels of a fibre array need to be
dynamically monitored by external photodiodes (PDs) exploiting integrated sources on-chip
(laser/SOA), or acquiring the photocurrent generated by integrated PD on-chip. Operating
instructions for PDs, lasers and SOAs need to be provided by the customer with the initial
documentation. Alternative, for fibre array only, we recommend shunting the outermost
waveguides providing a closed loop that can be used during the alignment. Both standard/lensed
(SM) and polarization maintained (PM) fibres are feasible.

Optical coupling

Single fibre

Fibre array

Fibre type
Fibre tip
Wavelength
Fibre length
Connector
Fibre type
Array tip
Wavelength
Fibre length
Connector

SMF
Lensed or cleaved (flat)
C-band (1530-1565nm)
>1m
FC/APC, FC, LP, SC, MU
SMF, PM
Flat or angle polish
C-band (1530-1565nm)
>1 m
FC/APC, FC, LP, SC, MU

Table 7: general specification for optical coupling

Please be sure of design your chip with Mode-adapters/Inverted tapers in order to allow the
best coupling as possible. Optical coupling exploiting different solutions than the ones listed
above do not match Cordon’s standard package technology, for further information regarding
non-standard coupling please refer to the next chapter.
Edge coupling
Edge-coupling standard packaging process allows to chips packaging with both straight and
angled waveguides but there are some limitations:
 Straight waveguides can be coupled with individual standard fibres, individual lensed fibres
and fibres arrays
 Angled waveguides can be coupled with individual lensed fibres and fibres array only.
Individual standard fibres with angled waveguides are not available since their tip must be
polished with a certain angle and few vendors offer such fibres. On the other hand,
polishing fibres array is much easier therefore, if a standard fibres is necessary, a fibre array
as small as possible (even with only 1 channel) will be used to have the required polish
angle.
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Edge-Coupling with individual standard fibres
Due to the gripper physical dimensions, we
require a minimal distance between adjacent fibres
(hereinafter, the interaxis) equal to 500 µm, thus
resulting in a minimal pitch between adjacent
waveguides’ facet. A smaller distance will cause the
gripper to push permanently out of place an already
placed adjacent fibre; the indicated value relates to
the smallest available gripper to date.

Fig 10: Gripper holding a fibre.

Individual standard fibres
Waveguide pitch
(straight waveguide)

Not less than 500µm

Max number of fibres

Up to 4 fibres

Location

Any; limited by the overall package (dimensional) requirements

Edge of the chip at the Straight and polished.
No meniscus allowed
optical coupling side

Table 8: specification for edge coupling with individual standard fibres
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Edge-Coupling with individual lensed fibres:
Lensed fibres can be used to couple both straight
and angle waveguides; a maximum of four individual
lensed fibres can be independently packaged. As for
the standard fibres, due to the physical dimensions of
the gripper, a minimum interaxis of 500 µm must be
kept between adjacent fibres to avoid pushing an
already placed fibre out of place.
Be aware that, when dealing with angled
waveguides (and therefore angled lensed fibres), the
fibres interaxis is different with respect to the pitch
between waveguides’ facet. The fibre interaxis
minimum value is still limited by the gripper
dimension (>500µm), but the waveguide facets pitch
must be increased accordingly to the beams
output/input angle following the indications in the Fig 11: Top-view scheme to calculate
the pitch of the waveguides when
scheme. Typically, the JEPPIX platform employs 7°
dealing with multiple lensed fibre.
angled waveguides in InP which translates in an angle
θ o u t is the air output angle.
of the output beam in air, and therefore of the fibres,
equal to 23°; this translates in a minimum fibre interaxis of 544 µm. For other angles, the pitch
between the waveguides’ facets needs to be changed accordingly to the beam output angle θOUT.
Please note that our standard packaging process is available only with angled waveguides
oriented as shown in the Figure 11 above. With angled waveguides, it is advisable to place the
facets in the middle of the chip to have the maximum mechanical compatibility between the
fibres and the package. Placing the fibres at the very edge of angled chip could lead to critical
mechanical compatibility issues with the package.

Individual lensed fibres
Waveguide pitch
Max number of
fibres
Location
Angles
Edge of the chip at
the optical coupling
side

Straight

Minimal 500µm

JEPPIX angled 7° (23° output in AIR)

Minimal 544µm

Other angles

To be calculated (see scheme)

Up to 4 fibres
Any; limited by the overall package (dimensional) requirements
Any; limited by the overall package (dimensional) requirements

Straight and polished No
meniscus allowed

Table 9: specification for edge coupling with individual lensed fibres
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Edge-Coupling with fibre arrays
Fibre arrays are considered standard components; in these arrays, both standard and PM
fibres arrays can be used. Please be sure to design your chip with proper mode-adapters/Inverted
tapers in order to allow the best coupling as possible. In order to ensure optimal coupling the
edge at the waveguides’ facet needs to be polished. To reduce reflections, an AR coating should
be considered.
There are several approaches with the management of the interface between the chip and
the fibre array. One could use straight waveguides (and therefore straight fibres) or angled
waveguides (and therefore angles fibres with an angle related to Snell’s law). The latter method
is particularly used when the integrated devices are susceptible to back-reflections at the chip
facet (as, for example, lasers).
Beside the waveguides layout, the overall configuration is also different if the fibre array must
be glued to the chip or it has to be just aligned near the facet leaving an air gap in the middle.
The first offers the most reliable interface but it requires a properly designed AR coating and
covered waveguides (because the glue will inevitably cover the waveguides and change the index
contrast between core and cladding). The latter allows instead a compact input/output
waveguides footprint while not requiring waveguides covering nor properly designed AR coating
(not always available by the foundry) but without the same stability and reliability. The following
table summarize both the chips and fibre array characteristics for the straight waveguide
configuration

Fibre array edge coupled (straight and angled waveguides)
Array type
Fibre array pitch
Minimal mode size
Max Channels
Max array width
Array location

SMF, PM, MM
127 or 250 µm

Edge of the chip at
the optical
coupling side

Straight and
polished.
No meniscus
allowed

Optical alignment

Preferably the outer waveguides should be shunted. Alternatively, they can
be connected to integrated PD or SOA with bond pads large enough to allow
the use of probes.

≈ 10 µm
Up to 32
17 mm
Middle-east side

Table 10: specification for edge coupling with fibres array
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Straight waveguides: when dealing with straight waveguides array (and therefore, straight
fibres) the overall layout differs very little between the air-gap and the glued configurations. The
pitch between adjacent waveguides must be a multiple of 127 µm or 250 µm throughout the
whole chip. As the fibre array has to pass through the hole in the package wall without excessive
bending, maximum array dimensions and its location on the chip are limited, we suggest placing
it a middle position and contact us for a design check.

Fig 12: Top view scheme of the straight waveguides fibre s array coupling

Angled waveguides: when dealing with an array of input/output angled waveguides, at the
chip interface, the light input/output angle can be derived from Snell’s law; therefore, the light
angle θOUT depends on the waveguide angle θWG and the index contrast at the interface. If one
wants to use a commercial fibres array to couple the light in/out of the chip, the pitch between
the waveguides must be designed accordingly. Commercial fibres array have fibres pitches “p”
multiple of 127 µm or 250 µm but, when polished at the angle θOUT, the interaxis “d” between
the fibres core increase accordingly. Keeping in mind that, at the interface, the centre of each
light beam (air gap configuration) or waveguide (glued configuration) must be aligned with the
centre of the corresponding fibre, the distance centre-to-centre of the light beams/waveguides
must to be equal to the interaxis of the polished fibres “d”. Failing to address this design rule,
increase the overall cost since fibres array with custom pitch FA must be purchased. Here, with
respect to the straight waveguides layout, the air gap and the glued configuration differ slightly;
Figures 13 and 14 show the two configurations. Please note that our standard packaging process
is available only with angled waveguides oriented as shown in Figures 13 and 14.
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Fig 13: Top view scheme of the fibre array coupling, glued configuration

Fig 14: Top view scheme of the fibre array coupling, air -gap configuration
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Grating-coupling (quasi-planar) with fibre array
Especially for Si-Photonics, one of the most common optical-coupling schemes usually involve
vertical grating-couplers (GCs). This solution exploit allows coupling light vertically from a
horizontally oriented fibre array by exploiting total internal reflection at the glass-air interface; a
commercial fibre array is polished with an angle larger than the critical angle and therefore the
light propagation direction is reflected out of its plane.
We recommend, when possible, this coupling approach because it offers the following
advantages:
 Relaxed alignment tolerances, with respect to edge-coupled fibre array;
 Great mechanical reliability and stability thanks to the large glued area;
 Low-profile packaged PIC, with respect to classical vertically aligned fibre arrays.
Drawbacks of this coupling method are related to the insertion losses and bandwidth
limitations of the grating couplers integrated on the PIC. Additional IL, with respect to the purevertical alignment, are introduced because the optical beam diffracts in its unguided propagation
from the reflecting surface to the grating couplers.
Please be aware that grating coupler have a preferred coupling angle, failing to have a launch
angle equal to the coupling one increases the insertions losses and changes the grating
wavelength response. The launch angle is related by Snell’s law to the refractive indices and the
polish angle; please provide us the grating coupling angle (ask the foundry) so that we can design
the coupling system accordingly.

Fig 15: Side view general layout showing the beam diffraction (left) and Snell’s law
relation between the polish angle and the launch angle (right)

Furthermore, the following design rules need to be followed:
 The GC array should be arranged in one straight line, parallel to the edge of the PIC-die and
placed at least 1 mm from its edge to ensure the proper gluing area;
 The first and last channels of the GC array must be connected to form an optical-shunt to
be used for optical alignment, or connected to an on-chip integrated source or PD that can
be used during the alignment process to maximize the coupling;
 The pitch between adjacent grating couplers must be a multiple of 127 µm or 250µm
throughout the whole chip; when choosing the number of channels needed for the PIC,
users should account for the two channels needed for the optical-shunt.
Be aware that, as glue flows inevitably from the target region onto the main body of the PIC,
we demand leaving an “exclusion zone” from 0.5 to 1mm, around the gluing area, in which no
bond-pads are located, because the glue will cover this region. Please take into account that, if
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the upper cladding is not thick enough, the behaviour of the photonic waveguides could change
since the tails of the optical field will be affected by the presence of the glue above the upper
cladding. RF tracks are not allowed in the “exclusion zone” nor in the gluing region since the glue
will alter the effective dielectric constants and therefore affect the RF propagation. Even though
the glue is not conductive and DC tracks could, in principle, be placed in the “exclusion zone” and
the gluing region, we strongly recommend to avoid it. The glue will bond with the DC tracks,
reducing the overall gluing surface (and therefore, the mechanical reliability) with the risk of
delimiting the DC tracks since stresses will be released also on the tracks themselves.
As for fibre array coupling, to allow optical coupling the outermost gratings should be shunted
or, in alternative, connected to SOAs/PDs connected to electrical pads that can be used during
the alignment process.

Fig 16: Surface requirements for the quasi -planar vertical coupling (top view). The
exclusion zone and the gluing region are not in scale with respect to the optical chip.
The gluing region width depends on the number of channe ls and the spacing.

Grating-coupling (quasi-planar) with fibre array
Array type
GC Pitch
Minimal mode size
Max Channels
Max arrays
Array location

Optical alignment
Glue area for GC
GC angle

SSMF, PM
127 or 250µm
10µm
Up to 32
1
Centred over the edge
In a straight line
Minimal 1mm from the each edge
Max 2mm from the east edge
Preferably the outer GC’s are shunted. Alternatively they are connected to a
separate PD or SOA with large bond pads enabling use of probes.
1mm around outermost GC’s
8 or 10 degrees

Table 11: specification for vertical coupling with quasi-planar fibres array
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Custom packages
Cordon’s custom PIC packaging process must be considered every time some requirement or
specification does not lie in the boundaries defined within the standard packaging process.
It is not possible for us to anticipate and consider, in the package design, all the possible
variations that could occur from customer to customer. Nevertheless, given the fact that our
standard package has enough space to accommodate other PICs and/or components without
modifications, many requests of custom packaging process can be processed with only minor
changes in the overall design, without the need to fully redesign the package, leading to only
small additional costs and lead time.
Other requirements, more complex, will instead need a thorough redesign of the package or
the packaging process, leading inevitably additional costs and lead time.
A non-exhaustive list of non-standard
requirements that could be processed anyway
without thorough re-design is the following:
 small electronics components inside the
package (RF drivers, TIA, PDs…);
 use of free-space elements (lenses,
collimators, isolators…);
 use of optical interposing chip between
PIC and fibres (to adapt mode and pitch).
We encourage our customer that are
interested in our packaging process to contact
us before the tape out so we could already
Fig 17: Example of a custom design
discuss, in the PIC design phase, to find the most
that was anyway accommodated inside
effective design solutions that do not lead to an
our standard package. Within this
excessively complex design process
package we integrated an optical
interposer and an RF drivers
When the requested features cannot be
accommodated easily and requires a thorough
custom re-design, the packaging process becomes “full custom”. Full customized packages give
the maximum freedom in PIC design and layout as well as the in the opto-electronic integration
level, as in the dimensional choices and allows for the highest degree of performance. The
drawbacks are costs and lead-time during the design, modelling and optimization phase.
With a custom packaging, design parameters can be pushed even further in terms of
compactness and performance but the process is typically not yet industrialized and is still limited
by the technologies existing at the moment and the equipment available at Cordon. Of course, if
the business case allows for it and technology is available, other equipment, pushing the limits
even further, can be bought.
Please consider always, a check by our engineering team before finalizing PIC or even during
system design phase. As not all combinations are possible, an improper design could potentially
result in an unnecessary expensive solution (high cost and/or low yield) or to a sub-optimal
performing solution. To be on the safe side it is recommended to have this check for all
customized packages. Even if the design rules are applied, for customized packages any risk is on
customer side until we have approved the design.
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Fig 18: Examples of fully custom packages that have been designed in the framework of
European Projects: Panther exploits three PICs coupled together wire -bonded to RF
drivers, Optima uses micro -lenses to couple a DFB into a LiNbO 3 modulator.

What it takes to get a properly working package
Before a new package design is ready for use, several steps have to be taken. Besides selecting
the proper dimensions, to both fit all components but still stay within outer limit constrains,
following steps will have to be taken depending on the purpose of the package:
 Material selection;
 Mechanical design;
 Thermal and thermo-mechanic management;
 Thermo-mechanical simulations and optimization;
 RF behaviour optimization.
In the following paragraphs these steps are described in more details.

Fig 19: Iterative process and design phases of a full custom photonic package
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Material selection
When dealing with custom packages, the requirements and the constraint vary from package
to package; as an example, some packages could require hermeticity and/or compatibility with
standardized form factors while other packages could ask for particular EM shielding or the ability
to dissipate large amount of heat to host components with a high power dissipation.
Due to this variability of the boundary conditions, the proper materials and process must be
carefully choose for each package and application.
Mechanical design
Mechanical design is a fundamental step an all other design steps must revolve around this
phase; a mechanical incompatibility will inevitably lead to the inability of finalizing the assembly
forcing the redesign of one or more parts.
There are usually few aspects to consider to achieve the proper design:
 characteristics of the components;
 assembly process to be used;
 materials used during the assembly process;
 thermal constraints.
Thermal and thermo-mechanical management
Photonic devices change behaviour as a function of temperature and mechanical stress. From
a more practical point of view, due to the presence of thermal gradients and thermal cross-talks
induced by on-chip lasers and other active optical elements, heaters and electronic components
(both on chip and nearby), the behaviour of the photonic chip may be altered and performances
of the overall system compromised. Further, thermal gradients induce also mechanical stresses
that can be a critical issue for example thinking of fibre coupling, Fabry-Perot cavity length,
efficiency of free-space coupling and so on.
In order to limit these unwanted variations our packages usually come with a thermal
management system based on a thermo-electric cooler (TEC) and thermistor for temperature
stabilization. In the standard generic package, TEC and thermistor are well defined. In the other
packages, these can be modified or even removed (passive cooling) if possible.
It is therefore mandatory, when dealing with critical applications, to use tools able to study
and manage issues like thermal and thermal-stress in a multi-physical environment.
Thermo-mechanical simulations and optimization
In order to address in the proper way issues like thermal management and mechanical stress
(generated by thermal gradients), Cordon has the capabilities to study thermal fields and
minimize their effect by optimizing the package design through a finite element simulator.
PICs are surrounded by many heat sources both inside (TIA, TEC, control electronics, etc) and
outside the package (power supply, ASIC, laser driver, more TECs, etc). Some heat sources are
even on the PIC itself (SOA, PD, modulator, laser, actuators, etc). These heat sources cause
deformations due to the presence of temperature gradients all along the package. These
deformations turn in mechanical stresses that could affect both PIC functionalities and package
integrity. Moreover, the optical properties of the PIC will vary with temperature and stresses
causing a decrease of the assembly performance.
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In order to optimize the overall performance of your system (including price and dimensions)
we offer thermo-mechanical modelling of both PIC, package and other components. Through
these models, we can even optimize the layout of the surrounding electronics. In demanding
cases, we can assist in modifying the PIC layout such that heat sources have minimal negative
influence to critical components on the PIC. Similar we optimize TEC, Thermistor position(s) and
package layout.
The following list details the availability of the optional services regarding thermal and
thermo-mechanical simulations. These options can be added by the customer or by Cordon if our
team consider them essential to avoid critical issues:
 Thermal simulation, the package will be studied by means of a FEM simulator in the
working conditions. This is recommended especially if the components are particularly
sensitive to thermal gradients or if is required to dissipate a large amount of heat.
 Thermo-mechanical simulation, the thermal fields will be processed to calculate the
stresses in the package. It could be required when dealing with large temperature
operation ranges or large amount of heat to dissipate.
 Package design review, the package will be designed for best thermal performance and/or
if the required packaging cannot be performed in the standard package.
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